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Reduction of carbon dioxide at a plasmonically
active copper–silver cathode†

Elizabeth R. Corson, ab Ananya Subramani,ab Jason K. Cooper, b

Robert Kostecki,bc Jeffrey J. Urbanbd and Bryan D. McCloskey *abc

Electrochemically deposited copper nanostructures were coated

with silver to create a plasmonically active cathode for carbon

dioxide (CO2) reduction. Illumination with 365 nm light, close to

the peak plasmon resonance of silver, selectively enhanced 5 of

the 14 typically observed copper CO2 reduction products while

simultaneously suppressing hydrogen evolution. At low overpoten-

tials, carbon monoxide was promoted in the light and at high

overpotentials ethylene, methane, formate, and allyl alcohol were

enhanced upon illumination; generally C1 products and C2/C3

products containing a double carbon bond were selectively pro-

moted under illumination. Temperature-dependent product analy-

sis in the dark showed that local heating is not the cause of these

selectivity changes. While the exact plasmonic mechanism is still

unknown, these results demonstrate the potential for enhancing

CO2 reduction selectivity at copper electrodes using plasmonics.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction can prevent emission of CO2

into the atmosphere while simultaneously generating valuable
products to be used as renewable fuels and chemical precur-
sors. The key challenge in CO2 reduction is selectively produ-
cing multiple-carbon-containing compounds that have higher
energy density or higher value than single carbon (C1) products
like methane or carbon monoxide (CO). Copper (Cu) catalysts
are well known for their ability to form many two- and three-
carbon products (C2 and C3), but these products are formed
concurrently and often with low faradaic efficiencies (FE).1

Recently we have explored the use of localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) in roughened or nanostructured silver (Ag)
electrodes to address poor CO2 reduction selectivity.2,3 Nano-
structured plasmonic metals exhibit peak plasmon resonance
at a specific wavelength of light that can be tuned by changing
the size, shape, and composition of the nanostructures.4 The
LSPR can decay to form energetic electron–hole pairs and can
generate strong local electric fields, both of which can interact
with adsorbates at the cathode surface and influence electro-
chemical reactions.4,5 We have shown that an illuminated,
plasmonically active Ag cathode enhances all CO2 reduction
products, increasing the formation of CO, formate, and methanol
while simultaneously suppressing undesired hydrogen (H2)
evolution.2,3 Here we investigate a plasmonically active Cu–Ag
cathode, combing nanostructured Cu, that has catalytic activity
for multi-carbon-containing CO2 reduction products, with highly
plasmonic Ag in an effort to create a more selective catalyst. We
explore the changes in product distribution in the light and the
dark and with temperature in a custom temperature-controlled
photoelectrochemical cell6 to determine if the plasmonic activity
of Ag combined with the catalytic properties of Cu can direct CO2

reduction towards the formation of select valuable products.
Cu nanocorals were electrochemically formed on the surface

of a Ag foil following the procedure reported by Gurudayal et al.,
where a high current density results in the formation of H2

bubbles that define the nanofeature morphology.7,8 We
selected the nanocoral morphology to study here given their
sharp features that should serve to enhance the LSPR (Fig. 1B).
Despite the bare Cu nanocorals having high optical absorbance
across the visible spectrum (Fig. S1, ESI†), the photocurrent
density was small (Fig. S4C, ESI†). To enhance the plasmonic
photocurrent, 10 nm of Ag was deposited by electron-beam
(e-beam) evaporation, forming the ‘‘cathode’’ (Fig. S5, ESI†). This
was expected to improve the cathodic photocurrent because Ag
has been theoretically shown to produce a bimodal distribution of
high-energy electrons and holes, whereas Cu photoexcitation
results in a hole-dominant energy distribution.9 Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images show a heterogeneous coverage of Cu
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features ranging from 10 nm to 2 mm in size with no apparent
change observed by SEM in the Cu features after 1 to 4 days of
electrochemical experiments (Fig. 1C and Fig. S6, ESI†). The
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) image in Fig. 1B
shows the dominant Cu composition of the nanocorals and the
tilted EDS image in Fig. S7E (ESI†) more clearly shows the
10 nm Ag layer. X-ray diffraction (XRD) indicates that both Ag
and Cu are polycrystalline (Fig. S8, ESI†). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) shows a decrease in the ratio of Ag to Cu
after 180 minutes of chronoamperometry (CA) at �1.0 VRHE

(V vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode) (Fig. S9, ESI†).
The absorbance measured by UV-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis)

showed a flattening of the observable plasmonic peak at 560 nm
after just 1 minute of CA at �1.0 VRHE, but thereafter remained
relatively constant over 4 days of electrolysis (Fig. 1A and Fig. S2,
ESI†). While the peak at 560 nm matches the plasmon resonance
of Cu, it was found that photocurrent measurements were max-
imized under 365 nm illumination, close to the plasmon reso-
nance of Ag (Fig. S3, ESI†). Fig. S4D (ESI†) shows that the
decreasing photocurrent density from 365 to 525 nm followed the
absorbance trend measured by UV-vis, but where the absorbance
only dropped by 2% in this range the photocurrent was dimin-
ished by 90%. Thus, all experiments in this study performed
in the ‘‘light’’ were conducted with a 365 nm light-emitting diode

(LED) at 170 mW cm�2. The peak photocurrent of a new cathode,
�0.34 mA cm�2, decreased after exposure to electrolysis but
stabilized over 4 days of use at �0.18 mA cm�2, nearly twice the
peak photocurrent of bare Cu nanocorals, �0.10 mA cm�2

(Fig. 1D and Fig. S4C, ESI†). We observed that the gaseous product
distribution at �0.8 VRHE in the dark and the light was constant
over 3 days of electrolysis (Fig. S10, ESI†). From the XPS, photo-
current, UV-vis, and product distribution trends over time we
conclude that the e-beam deposited Ag does initially reorganize
during electrolysis but stabilizes in a structure that is distinct
from, and more plasmonically active than, bare Cu nanocorals.

The product distribution was investigated from �0.6 to
�1.0 VRHE under dark and light conditions at 22 1C in 0.1 M
potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3) continuously sparged by CO2.
15 products were detected, but only 5 were selectively enhanced
upon illumination. The FE of majority species (41%) is shown
in Fig. 2 with the corresponding partial current densities shown
in Fig. S11 (ESI†). The FE and partial current densities of
minority species can be found in Fig. S12 and S13 (ESI†). All
detected products are listed in Table S1 (ESI†). Of the 14
products reported by Gurudayal et al. on bare Cu nanocorals,7

only ethylene glycol was not detected in this study. We mea-
sured two additional products, gycolaldehyde and acetone,
which have previously been reported as CO2 reduction products

Fig. 1 Characterization of the cathode stability. (A) UV-visible (UV-vis) absorbance of plasmonically active cathodes as-prepared, after 1 minute
of chronoamperometry (CA) at �1.0 VRHE, and after 2, 3, and 4 days of electrochemical experiments. Different cathodes were measured for each day.
(B) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of a nanocoral feature on the surface of the cathode after 3 days of electrochemical experiments.
(C) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the cathode surface after 4 days of electrochemical experiments. (D) Photocurrent over time during CA at
�0.78 VRHE with 365 nm LED illumination at 170 mW cm�2. Error bars represent one standard deviation of experiments performed in triplicate. See Fig.
S1–S3 for further UV-vis plots, Fig. S4 for more photocurrent plots, and Fig. S6 and S7 for additional SEM and EDS images (ESI†).

Fig. 2 Faradaic efficiency (FE) of major products from �0.6 to �1.0 VRHE at 22 1C. Dashed lines with unfilled symbols show results performed in the dark
and solid lines with filled symbols show results performed under continuous illumination using a 365 nm LED with an intensity of 170 mW cm�2. No
points are plotted if the product was not detected. Products shown are (A) carbon monoxide, (B) hydrogen and ethylene, (C) formate and methane, and
(D) ethanol. Fig. S11 in the ESI† shows the partial current densities for these major products. The FE and partial current densities of the minority products
methanol, glycolaldehyde, acetaldehyde, ethane, hydroxyacetone, acetone, allyl alcohol, propionaldehyde, and n-propanol are shown in Fig. S12 and S13
in the ESI,† respectively. Error bars represent one standard deviation of experiments performed in triplicate.
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on Cu foil.1 While there are variations in the dark product
distribution between our study and that of Gurudayal et al.,7

the most notable difference is an increase in CO production, as
expected from the addition of Ag.

At low overpotentials (�0.6 and �0.7 VRHE) CO production
was enhanced in the light and H2 was suppressed. While there
was no difference in H2 production in the dark and light at high
overpotentials (�0.8, �0.9, and �1.0 VRHE), a suppression of
CO FE and partial current density was observed in the light at
�0.9 and �1.0 VRHE. At these same potentials we find an
enhancement of ethylene, methane, formate, and allyl alcohol.
These CO, H2, and formate trends in the light are similar to
those reported on a plasmonically active Ag cathode.3 However,
where Creel et al.3 found that all CO2 reduction products were
enhanced in the light, we find that the illuminated Cu–Ag
cathode is only selective to 5 of the 14 CO2 reduction products.

CO is widely cited as an intermediate in the reaction path-
way to ethylene and methane.10 While the exact reaction path-
ways of C3 products are unknown,1 it has been shown that CO
can be reduced to propionaldehyde, n-propanol, and allyl
alcohol.11,12 This consumption of CO to create further reduced
products may account for the decrease in CO production in the
light at these high overpotentials.

While 4 of the 5 major CO2 reduction species were influenced
by the light, ethanol showed no difference between the light and
the dark at any applied potential (Fig. 2D and Fig. S11D, ESI†).
Many of the minority products were only produced at potentials
cathodic to �1.0 VRHE and all but allyl alcohol have overlapping
error bars, indicating no distinction between the light and the
dark (Fig. S12 and S13, ESI†). Of the minority products, only
methanol was detected at every applied potential investigated.
There was no difference between methanol results in the light and
the dark, and the FE remained below 0.15%. This is in contrast to
the results on a plasmonically active Ag cathode, where methanol
was only formed in the light at up to 2% FE.3

Chemical groupings reveal some trends in the selectivity
of CO2 reduction products. C1 products (CO, formate, and
methane) are generally enhanced in the light, with the excep-
tion of methanol. Of C2 products, only ethylene production is

promoted in the light while no significant change is observed
in ethanol, glycolaldehyde, acetaldehyde, or ethane. Of C3

products, only allyl alcohol showed a significant increase in the
light, with no difference measured between the light and the dark
for propionaldehyde, acetone, n-propanol, or hydroxyacetone.

We also look for trends by functional groups. Alkanes show
mixed results with methane enhanced in the light but no
change for ethane. The only alkene, ethylene, is promoted
in the light. The primary alcohols—methanol, ethanol, and
n-propanol—showed no difference between light and dark, but
allyl alcohol, which has a double carbon bond like ethylene,
was enhanced in the light. No aldehydes were influenced by the
light (glycolaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and propionaldehyde).
Finally, ketones experienced no difference between the light
and the dark, namely acetone and hydroxyacetone, which also
have a hydroxyl functional group like the alcohols.

It is possible for plasmons to decay into phonons, resulting
in localized heating that can influence product selectivity.5 To
determine if localized heating was a contributing factor, we
measured the product distribution at �0.6 and �1.0 VRHE in
the dark at 14, 22, and 35 1C in otherwise identical conditions.
The FE of majority species are shown in Fig. 3 with the
corresponding partial current densities shown in Fig. S14
(ESI†). The FE and partial current densities of minority species
can be found in Fig. S15 and S16 (ESI†). At �0.6 VRHE CO
production in dark conditions showed no trends with tem-
perature (Fig. 3A), as opposed to the increase in CO FE in the
light (Fig. 2A). H2 formation at �0.6 VRHE increased with
increasing temperature (Fig. 3B), opposite of the decrease
in H2 production observed in the light (Fig. 2B). At �1.0 VRHE

CO production increased with increasing temperature
(Fig. 3A), in direct contrast with the decrease in CO observed
in the light (Fig. 2A). Similarly, the production of ethylene,
methane, formate, and allyl alcohol decreased with increasing
temperature at �1.0 VRHE (Fig. 3B, C, and Fig. S15G, ESI†), the
opposite trend observed in the light (Fig. 2B, C, and Fig. S12G,
ESI†). Because the product distribution changes caused by the
light do not match the product selectivity at elevated tempera-
tures, we conclude that localized heating from plasmon decay

Fig. 3 Faradaic efficiency (FE) of major products at 14, 22, and 35 1C in the dark. Dashed lines with unfilled symbols show results performed at �0.6 VRHE

and solid lines with filled symbols show results performed at �1.0 VRHE. Products shown are (A) carbon monoxide, (B) hydrogen and ethylene, (C) formate
and methane, and (D) ethanol. Fig. S14 in the ESI† shows the partial current densities for these major products. Ethylene and methane were not detected
at any temperature at �0.6 VRHE. The FE and partial current densities of the minority products methanol, glycolaldehyde, acetaldehyde, ethane,
hydroxyacetone, acetone, allyl alcohol, propionaldehyde, and n-propanol are shown in Fig. S15 and S16 in the ESI,† respectively. Error bars represent one
standard deviation of experiments performed in triplicate.
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is not contributing to the enhancement of CO2 reduction in
the light.

In addition, we measured the photocurrent at different inten-
sities of 365 nm LED illumination while applying �0.78 VRHE

during normal CO2 reduction conditions (Fig. S4E, ESI†). The
photocurrent increased linearly with increasing light intensity
which, because we would expect an exponential dependence in
the case of heating, further demonstrates an athermal plasmonic
mechanism.13

Other possible plasmonic mechanisms include a permanent
or temporary hot electron transfer to an unoccupied molecular
orbital (MO) of an adsorbate, or an enhancement of the local
electric field (Fig. S18, ESI†).4,5 In prior work using in situ
infrared spectroscopy at a plasmonically active Ag cathode we
showed that the increase in CO production at low overpoten-
tials was likely due to an enhanced desorption of CO in the
light.14 This can be understood through a desorption induced
by electronic transitions (DIET) mechanism, where an excited
metal–CO complex gains enough energy to overcome the acti-
vation barrier for desorption before the hot electron decays
back to the metal.4 Because the CO selectivity trends in the light
are very similar on this Cu–Ag cathode, it is possible that this
DIET mechanism also explains the enhanced CO production in
the light at �0.6 and �0.7 VRHE. In the same study we found
that light increased the bond strength of bicarbonate (HCO3

�)
at the surface, likely as a result of the enhanced local electric
field.14 This would cause an increase in the local pH, depleting
the concentration of protons at the surface and thus suppres-
sing H2 evolution.15 Again, because H2 evolution is also sup-
pressed in the light on this Cu–Ag cathode, the same local
electric field mechanism may account for this behavior. How-
ever, there is not enough experimental evidence at this time to
conclusively determine the plasmonic mechanism influencing
CO or H2 selectivity.

This additional increase in the local pH in the light may
explain the results observed at low overpotentials, but it cannot
account for the behavior at high overpotentials. Hori et al.
showed that in higher pH environments methane formation is
suppressed and ethylene production is enhanced.16 However,
we find that both ethylene and methane are enhanced in the
light at �1.0 VRHE. Because formate, methane, and ethylene
represent branching pathways in the CO2 reduction reaction, it
is likewise difficult to pinpoint a common reaction intermedi-
ate that may be selectively accepting a hot electron.10,16

In conclusion, we combined nanostructured Cu with Ag to
create a plasmonically active cathode that was stable over
multiple days of use. Where a Ag cathode enhanced all CO2

reduction products in the light,3 this Cu–Ag cathode is selective
to 5 of 14 CO2 reduction products upon illumination while
simultaneously suppressing H2 evolution, compared to similar
results in the dark. At higher overpotentials this Cu–Ag catalyst
enhances ethylene, methane, formate, and allyl alcohol in the
light; generally C1 products and C2/C3 species with a double
carbon bond. A temperature-dependent study showed that
product selectivity trends at elevated temperatures are exactly

opposite of the behavior we observe upon illumination. In addi-
tion, the photocurrent was found to increase linearly with increas-
ing light intensity. From these results we can conclusively state
that local heating is not the cause of the selectivity changes in the
light, although the exact plasmonic mechanism is still unknown.

This enhancement of select CO2 reduction products on Cu is
a promising demonstration of the potential for plasmon-
enhanced electrochemical conversion. With more investigation
into the plasmonic mechanisms that influence product selec-
tivity, we can begin to tune plasmonic properties through
nanostructure size, shape, and composition to develop a highly
selective, plasmonically active catalyst for CO2 reduction.
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